
“ALL GOODNESS I WOULD AND LEAVE TO DO” 
 

This message was received by the medium Rinaldo De Santis at the public meeting placed into the Benefactor Centre at, 
2009, September, 08, from the spirit - Vera Cruz Sister. 

 
 
 
AH…! “ALL GODNESS I WOULD AND LEAVE TO DO…!!!” 
 
Friends, brothers, the piece of Christ. 
 

It is not be startled or odd ourselves when we receive news from fellows 
who antecede us into the Spirits’ home, principally if they were wealthy 
exponents at the Spirit’ cornfield, anointing workers and conceived for brothers 
and sisters of good heart, with sufficient ability to practice the charity, because 
the popular proverb affirms; “who see the face, don’t see the heart” reflect 
correctly the condition of dedicated leaders and workers of Spiritsm  who 
according our knowledge, are unbalanced at the Major World, consequently  
what nobody of us with a safe conscience can listen the soul of other being, 
invade their thoughts or their mental life which governs their inner, because 
some devoted workers who are addicted at spirit labors, don’t proceed to 
stimulate the noble feels of the love, forgiveness, of truth and tolerance that are 
our duties for all hardship whose journey alongside them, representing the result 
of the prejudice caused to the creatures, suggesting after by the life’s laws the 
restoration through the spirit’ inner suffering all the goodness they would and 
leave to do. 

From nothing worth will be “work” for “work”, hours and hours, days and 
days, years and years at Charity if this only represent the “Theatrical piece of the 
Goodness” and not the “Goodness’ Essence”, that  born at the intimate vase of 
heart. 

It’s not would happen because, those who have goodness’ contact would 
have the goodness’ essence. 

In such case, is a huge responsibility for all that represents the truth, and 
in this condition we pray for all incarnated friends, specially the fiends of our 
Benefactor Centre which are in enlargement to maintain the focus at humility and 
simplicity in our services and dispended attention to the assistants. 

Brothers – The union is fundamental; only assiduous work doesn’t 
represent conquest of inner’s liberation; it’s needed conscience and inner’s 
values, changing mind and attitudes whose allow the spiritual’s dwellings which 
all of us make efforts to achieve.   

 
 

VERA CRUZ SISTER. 


